STEAM Inspired by Insight
Diana Vizcarra Blind innovators bring the unseen into existence, transforming ideas into practical application. Much understanding is found when using other senses -much of STEAM is intuitive. The blind input data without visual association and download blueprints of their surroundings to format a mental database. They categorize patterns, textures, and conditions to perceive their location in space. They are able to capture the beauty of the world through poetry and predict future trends through past experience -all without visual access to the physical world they inhabit. Have you ever had a blind person navigate you around town? You would be mesmerized.
It can be dangerous if intangibilities like insight go unappreciated; the greatest of minds could easily go undiscovered. I admire the blind simply for persevering. Chris Downey, a blind man who merges art and science as an architect, says it best: "The city needs us…the blind should be taken as the prototypical city dwellers when imagining the wonderful cities... If you design a city with the blind in mind, sidewalks would be predictable and generous…cars? Who needs them! …If you design a city with the blind in mind, you design a city with a robust, accessible, well-connected mass transit system…In designing a city for the blind, I hope you realize it would be a more inclusive, more equitable, more just city for all…it sounds like a pretty cool city, whether your blind, sighted or you just haven't found yours yet."
Me? I'm legally blind, once sighted. Visualize with me as you step into my dark world of bright moving pictures. The mind is full of potential; brilliance is found through repetition, practice, and belief in oneself. Anything is possible when you set your mind to it and open your all-seeing mind's eye.
Today, the science of my life as a blind woman generously fuels my creative passion as an artist.
I see more clearly now than ever before.
